1. Introduction. Abelian groups possess endomorphisms of the form x » x n for each integer n. In general, however, non-abelian groups do not possess such power endomorphisms. In an earlier note, it was possible to show [l] for a nilpotent group G with a uniform bound on the size of the classes of conjugates that there exists an integer n >_ 2 for which the mapping x -> x n is an endomorphism of G into its center. We shall consider endomorphisms of some groups of class 2 which induce power endomorphisms on the factor-commutator groups.
In particular, we shall show, under suitable uniform torsion conditions for the group of inner automorphisms, that such power-type endomorphisms form a ringlike structure. Let G be a group of class 2 for which Q 9 the commutator subgroup, has an exponent [2] .
Then the relation [2] (xy 9 u) -(x $ u)(y 9 u)
shows that x -> (x 9 u) is an endomorphism of G into Q for fixed u G G. Let n be any integer such that n{n -1 )/2 is a multiple of the exponent of Q. Then the map- 2. Power-type endomorphisms. Let G be a group with center Z and commutator subgroup Q. We assume that Q C Z so that [2] G is a group of class 2. Further, suppose that there exists a least positive integer N for which x € G implies x N 6 Z. This means that G/Z y a group isomorphic to the group of inner automorphisms of G, is a torsion abelian group with exponent /V. An endomorphism α of G will be called a power-type endomorphism if there exists an integer n = n(a) for which <χ(χ)=χ
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on G/Q; and conversely, any extension of a power endomorphism of G/Q to an endomorphism of G must be a power-type endomorphism of G. For CC, above, there exist elements
It is easy to show that if m and n are two possible values for τι(Cί) then m = n mod N. We note that if N is taken to be the exponent for G/Q rather than for G/Z, then rc(cί) can be chosen least nonnegative, in fact, so that 0 <C n(ci) < N. We let P denote the class of all power-type endomorphisms of a fixed group G of class 2. Let t(x) -x for every x G G be the identity map on G. We have t G P with τt( 0 = 1. He is the identity element of G, let v{x) = e for every Λ; G G be the trivial map of G. We have v G P; in fact, any endomorphism of G which carries G into () lies in P. Let the set of all such endomorphisms into the commutator subgroup be denoted by lίl We have vE U. If α G ft then nia) = 0, and conversely (for Cί G P).
Suppose that Cί and β are in P. Then
aβix) = alx"^ qix; β)] = [a{χ)] n^) a[ q {χ; β)]
Since Q C Z, we have This shows that CC/3GP SO that P is closed under endomorphism composition.
In fact,
This multiplication is associative. Suppose that OC G P and that γ G U. Then it is easy to see that Ciγ and yOC G U, since Q is admissible under every endomorphism of G.
Let R be the set of all elements of P with the property that α G R if and Proof. Suppose that α + β E P for every β E P. Choosing /3 = ί, we have
On the other hand,
so that α(y)% =« = Λ CC(y) for every #,y E G. This places α(y) E Z; but where ^(y; α) E (? C Z. Thus, y n(α) E Z, for every y E G, and /V | τι(α), placing α E R. Remaining details are immediate.
For elements of I , addition is commutative whenever one of the sums involved is in P, and if all the sums involved are in P, then addition is associative. A like statement can be made for the distributive law of multiplication over addition. R is a ring with the two-sided ideal property in P in that if α E P, β E R, then dβ and ySOC E R. ϊl likewise can be shown to be a ring which has the two-sided ideal property in P, therefore in R. Proof. Suppose that Ci, β E R and that Cί/3 E U. If G = Q, then Q C Z implies that G is abelian. Hence we can find x E G, x fc Q so that
where both q and (λβ(x) E (λ Since G/Q is aperiodic, n{&)n( β) = 0. We have really proved the prime ideal property of H in P. The exponent on /, (isomorphic
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to G/Z) is required only to guarantee the existence of R. A related result is the following.
THEOREM 3, Let G be a non-abelian group of class 2 for which G/Q is a p-group with exponent pK Then ϊί is a primary ideal in R. In particular, if G/Q is an elementary p~grouρ[2\ then U is a prime ideal in R.
Proof. The proof begins as for Theorem 2. Since G/Q has exponent p', the latter is a divisor of n(d)n(β).
If Ot jέ H, at least the first power of p would have to divide n(β). For, G/Z has an exponent p where 1 <^ k ;< /. Since
3. Additive inverses. An element Cί of P is said to have an additive inverse Ot'E P if α+ Cί'=κ If such an additive inverse exists, it is unique, and
A mapping with the structure of OC' always exists, but it need not be, in general, an endomorphism, ergo not an additive inverse. If of is an additive inverse of OC, then (X is the additive inverse of Cί'. We first prove the following.
LEMMA 1. α has an additive inverse if and only if the n{θ.)-powers of G form a commutative set.
Proof. Whether the mapping of is an endomorphism or not, we have so that for every x 9 y E G. Since Q C Z, the conclusion follows at once.
Let K be the set of all α E P with the property that kernCC 2> Q.
LEMMA 2.
(a) K has the ideal property in r.
(b) JCDROH). (c) α E P has an additive inverse if and only if (X E K.
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Proof, (a) and ( For fixed y G K, we have γ(X G K for every α G P. Write ~γ(X for the additive inverse of γ(X; then -yCί G K. Let /,-be 0 or 1, and suppose that CCj G P,
Call such a map a y-i map. It is clear that the sum of two γ -Σ maps is a y-Σ map in the obvious way. The set of y -Σ maps is denoted by (y) and will be called the right principal ideal generated by y in P.
THEOREM 4. If γ eK then (y) is a ring 9 and (y) C K,
Proof. As we saw above, (y) is closed under addition, yv -v so that (y) has the zero element K If σ is defined as above, then
By its effect on x G G we see that σ G P. Since -σ exists, (y) C K by Lemma 2(c). Now (yα) (y/3) = y(αy/8), so that (y) is closed under multiplication, once we recall that the distributive law is valid whenever the sums involved are in P. A similar statement can be made for the associative laws, and,we have proved that (y) is a ring included in K.
THEOREM 5. Let G be a non-abelian group of class 2, and let γ be in K. 
G/kerny has an exponent dividing u and (3) γ{G) has an exponent dividing u are conditions each equivalent to (4) σ is a left identity of (y). If (5) σ is aright identity of (y), (6) yσ = y. But one can readily verify that (6) and (1) are equivalent, so that if σ is a right identity, it is also a left identity, whence (y) would then have a unique two-sided identity.
If σ is a left identity, then σγ = y and for every x £ G. Thus σ is also a right identity, and we have proved that every left identity is a right identity. 
Then
Since p is the exponent of G/Q we have x u G Q for every x & G. But γ G K so that y(#") = e. Using the theorem and (1) and (4) above, we see that γr is the required identity of (y). Let (9 X be a mapping defined on 8 into Q such that 0 % (cO = q (x; α) for every (X G 8. It is immediate that the θ x are homomorphisms. We can define an addition in the set 3 of mappings θ x by for every α G 8. Likewise define mappings φ a on G into (^ by Φ a (x) = q(x; Cί).
Some mappings into
Here, too, in the set ^)of mappings ψ α , mappings which are also homomorphisms, an addition is given by for every x EG. Let F be the set of elements of G which are the fixed points held in common by the elements of C. Then we obtain the following. For every Oί G S, let £ α be a mapping defined on C into Q by It is clear that ζ is a homomorphism with kernel consisting of all c x where x G kern φ . We summarize these results as follows.
COROLLARY.
on C into Q, and dually, on G into Q. = e.
Some enumerations of mappings.
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THEOREM 8. For OC, β£r 9 a necessary and sufficient condition that &) = n (β) is that there exists a γ = y α « E H sαc/fc ίAαί 01 = β + y.
Proof. Suppose that n(&) = niβ). Define a mapping y by
We have so that β + y = ot. Now qr(xy; θO [9 Uy;
hence if we apply (A) to each of the 9's and simplify, it turns out that γ(xγ) = γ(x) γ(y) 9 so that y is an endomorphism lying in H.
COROLLARY. Let M be the cardinal of Yl. Then r decomposes into partition classes $ each of cardinal M 9 in such a way that OC and β are in the same partition class if and only if n(cί) ~n{β).
Examples of such partition classes are Ifl (where n = 0) and S (where n = 1). Nontrivial 8 and S = H along with an exponent on Q imply, by the Corollary of Theorem 7, the existence of an infinite number of partition classes.
Let Ift denote the group of integers, modulo N. It should be noted that a well known lemma of Grΐίn leads to nontrivial ίl and hence to nontrivial elements of P. For, by this lemma, the mappings of the type x -» {x 9 u) for each fixed MGC, U £ Z are in H for groups of class 2.
Let G/Q have exponent n, so that G/Z has exponent t \ n. By [l, Lemma, The above is a generalization of the following: Let G be an abelian group with exponent n Then there are precisely n power endomorphisms of G; for, 
